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SrRuO3 epitaxial thin films were prepared by pulsed laser deposition ~PLD! under a range of growth
conditions to study the impact of bombardment on properties. Growth conditions favoring energetic
bombardment resulted in SrRuO3 films with expanded in-plane and out-of-plane lattice constants. In
particular, SrRuO3 films with pseudocubic out-of-plane lattice constants as large as 4.08 Å were
deposited ~3.8% larger than the bulk value!. Those films with expanded lattices had greater
resistivities and depressed Curie transition temperatures. The relative lattice mismatch between film
and substrate was found to temper the effect of bombardment such that as the mismatch increased,
a higher degree of bombardment was required to produce extended lattice parameters. The
pressure-dependent energetic species inherent to PLD and their interaction with the ambient are
believed to be the source of the bombarding flux. Further experiments confirmed that in the range
of 20–200 mTorr, oxygen/ozone partial pressure had a negligible effect on the film
properties. © 1998 American Institute of Physics. @S0021-8979~98!09408-0#

I. INTRODUCTION

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The low resistivity of SrRuO3 ~275 mV cm at room temperature! coupled with the 3.93 Å lattice spacing of its perovskite cell make it an attractive material for electrodes in
heterostructures incorporating a variety of perovskite-based
ferroelectric, dielectric, and superconducting films.1 At room
temperature, SrRuO3 exhibits the GdFeO3 orthorhombic
structure, space group Pnma, but may be indexed as a
pseudocubic perovskite with a RuO6 octahedral tilt of
;0.1°. 2–4 SrRuO3 undergoes a ferromagnetic transition at
160 K as evidenced by discontinuities in both the magnetic
susceptibility and resistivity temperature profiles.1 Since
SrRuO3, and the closely related Ruddlesden–Popper phase,
Sr3Ru2O7, have been the only known ferromagnetic perovskite crystals resulting from a second row 4d transition
metal, much interest has been generated among researchers
in this material.5–7 In addition, the remarkable chemical and
thermal stability of SrRuO3 make it a candidate for microelectromechanical systems ~MEMS!, specifically those designed to transport aggressive fluids.
As the quality of many electronic heterostructures or
MEMS will ultimately rely upon the structural and electrical
properties of the underlying electrodes, an understanding of
the processing property relationships in SrRuO3 epitaxial
films is required. Results are presented which illustrate the
strong structure-property dependence of SrRuO3 films on
pulsed laser deposition ~PLD! processing conditions. Specifically, the importance of energetic bombardment, oxygen
pressure, and substrate/film lattice mismatch are described.

Epitaxial SrRuO3 thin films were pulsed laser deposited
on vicinal ~001! SrTiO3 and nominal ~001! LaAlO3 ~perovskite subcell indices! substrates supplied by Commercial
Crystal Laboratories and Lucent Technologies, respectively.
All substrates were cleaned prior to deposition by a 5 min
sonication in each of the following fluids in the order: micro
cleaning solution,8 deionized water, acetone, ethanol, and
isopropanol. To provide a smooth and TiO2-terminated surface, the SrTiO3 substrates were further treated by etching in
buffered HF solution.9 The substrates were fixed to a conductive block heater with silver paint. The deposition temperature for all films was 680 °C ~as measured by a K-type
thermocouple embedded in the heater block center!. A
target-to-substrate distance of 8 cm was used for all depositions. An atmosphere of 10% ozone, balance molecular oxygen ~i.e., the output of PCI-1 ozone generator10! in the pressure range of 20–160 mTorr was maintained; argon was
introduced when desired. The chamber pressure was measured with a Baratron11 capacitance manometer due to its
insensitivity to gas composition. To ablate material, a
Lambda Physik EMG 150 KrF excimer laser operating at
248 nm, ;200 mJ pulses, and a frequency of 10 Hz, was
focused to an energy density of ;2 J/cm2 upon a stoichiometric, rotating, hot-pressed ceramic target.12
Structural characterization was performed using a Picker
four-circle x-ray diffractometer ~XRD! equipped with a
graphite monochromator. From measurement of the 400 reflection of single crystal silicon, instrumental resolutions of
0.15° and 0.25° in 2u and v, respectively, were determined.
Resolution in the f-circle was 0.4°, as measured from the
220 reflection of the same Si crystal. The Nelson–Riley
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FIG. 1. u-2u x-ray diffraction pattern showing the SrRuO3 004perov (440ortho)
reflection for films grown at 20 and 160 mTorr. The FWHM of both film
peaks is 0.25° in 2u.

method ~which uses a family of reflections, thus accounting
for height adjustment errors and absorption effects! was used
to calculate out-of-plane d-spacings.13
The temperature dependence of the resistivity was determined by four-point probe resistance measurements on the
SrRuO3 films while they were slowly immersed into a liquid
helium dewar. Current was applied to the outer electrodes
with a Keithley 220 current source, while the voltage drop
across the inner electrodes was measured with a HP 34401A
multimeter. Contacts to the dc diode sputtered gold electrodes were made by aluminum wire bonding. Resistivity
measurements were made within a few hours of wire bonding; thus, no influence on the measurement is expected from
the formation of Au–Al intermetallic phases.14 Profilometry15 was used to determine the thicknesses of the
SrRuO3 layers by scanning over a shadowmasked film edge.
Finally, the surface morphology was imaged with a Nanoscope III STM. Surface images were collected in constant
current mode with a sample bias of 1.2 V and a current
setpoint of 70 pA. Both etched and machined PtIr tips were
employed. Multiple scans of each film were collected to ensure that those presented are representative of the film’s surface structure.
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FIG. 2. The f-scan of the SrRuO3 101perov (112ortho) reflection for films
grown at 20 and 160 mTorr. The FWHMs of the peaks in f are 0.35° and
0.30°, respectively.

4.04 Å (60.01 Å). From measurement of the 103perov reflection, the in-plane constants of both films were determined to
be 3.9560.02 Å. Full width at half maximum ~FWHM! values in all circles were nearly identical in both films, indicating that the majority of the material in both cases was of
similar crystalline perfection. However, when the full width
at quarter maximum values are compared, it becomes clear
that the linewidths are much greater for the heavily bombarded sample, i.e., the one grown at pressures where the
incident species are not thermalized prior to striking the
substrate.16 This feature is indicative of a smaller fraction of
the crystal which is more disordered or distorted with respect
to the substrate and its orientation.
Between PLD depositions at 20 and 160 mTorr O3 /O2
two major differences exist: ~i! the concentration of oxidant
and ~ii! the energy and flux of bombarding species impinging
upon the growing film. In an attempt to determine which
factor had the greatest influence, a third set of processing
conditions using the off-axis geometry17 ~i.e., the substrate
and target normals are orthogonal! were employed. Figure 4

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Structural analysis

Initially, SrRuO3 films were deposited on the etched
SrTiO3 substrates at deposition pressures of 20 and 160
mTorr O3 /O2; all other processing conditions identical. The
structural analysis as determined by four-circle XRD is
shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, along with the calculated
pseudocubic lattice parameters. Epitaxial growth is confirmed over all angles examined. Expanded sections are
shown to make the differences between the patterns easily
discernable. In the u-2u pattern ~Fig. 1! it is clear that in
comparison to bulk values, the out-of-plane lattice constants
in both films are expanded. Out-of-plane pseudocubic lattice
constants for the 160 and 20 mTorr samples are 3.95 and

FIG. 3. Rocking curve of the SrRuO3 002perov (220ortho) reflection for films
grown at 20 and 160 mTorr. The FWHM of both peaks in v is 0.26°.
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TABLE I. Processing conditions and lattice constants for SrRuO3 films
deposited on SrTiO3 and LaAlO3 substrates.
Substrate
SrTiO3
SrTiO3
SrTiO3
SrTiO3

~001!
~001!
~001!
~001!

LaAlO3 ~001!
LaAlO3 ~001!

FIG. 4. u-2u x-ray diffraction scan of a SrRuO3 film grown by 90° off-axis
PLD. The peaks in this and other off-axis scans indicate the presence of two
epitaxial phases; one with lattice constants close to the bulk SrRuO3 phase
(a 0 53.9560.02 Å) and another with swelled lattice constants ~a54.01
60.02 Å, c54.0260.01 Å!. The x-ray reflections from the swelled phase
are indexed as hkl 8 . The substrate peaks are marked by asterisks ~*!, and
the peaks marked with WL a l are due to x-rays with WL a l wavelength diffracting off the nearby substrate peaks.

shows a u-2u diffraction pattern for an off-axis deposited
film in the presence of 20 mTorr O3 /O2. A second set of
peaks @indicated by the prime mark ~8! in Fig. 4# were found
and appear to be due to an additional epitaxial phase ~epitaxy
of this phase was confirmed by in-plane x-ray scans!. The
two SrRuO3 phases have pseudocubic unit cells with lattice
constants of 3.95 and 4.02 Å. Indeed these deposition conditions resulted in the film showing features of both the high
and low pressure on-axis deposited material. Ideally, the offaxis geometry would offer bombardment-free deposition, but
the possibilities of large compositional and microstructural
differences between on and off-axis films prohibits reliable
comparison to on-axis growth conditions.18
To study the importance of oxygen content in the ambient gas, SrRuO3 films were deposited under a fourth set of
deposition conditions. These conditions were identical to
those of the high pressure deposited films with the exception
that the atmosphere was composed of 20 mTorr O3 /O2 and
140 mTorr Ar. In this hybrid atmosphere the oxidizing ability should be similar to that of 20 mTorr O3 /O2, yet, due to
the similarities in the scattering cross sections of Ar and O2,
the bombardment experienced by the film during deposition
should be similar to that during deposition under 160 mTorr
O3 /O2. 19 X-ray analysis on this film confirmed a pseudocubic structure with a lattice constant of 3.9460.01 Å; identical to within the resolution of our diffractometer to the high
pressure deposited SrRuO3. This experiment indicates that
within the pressure range of 20–160 mTorr, SrRuO3 shows
no structural dependence on oxygen partial pressure, thus the
differences between the 20 and 160 mTorr deposited films
are most likely a result of energetic bombardment during
growth.
SrRuO3 films were also deposited on LaAlO3 substrates.
Again, as shown in Table I, under high bombardment growth
conditions, expanded lattice constants are observed. How-

Processing conditions
160 mTorr O3 /O2
20 mTorr O3 /O2
20 mTorr O3 /O21 140 mTorr Ar
20 mTorr O3 /O2 ~Off-axis!
160 mTorr O3 /O2
20 mTorr O3 /O2

Lattice constants ~Å!
a5c53.95
a53.95, c54.04
a5c53.95
a5c53.95:
a 8 5c 8 54.01
a5c53.93
a53.97, c53.94

ever, for films deposited on LaAlO3, to achieve similarly
extended lattice constants, more intense bombardment was
necessary and was provided by further reducing the deposition pressure or decreasing the target-to-substrate separation
distance. This suggests that as the lattice mismatch between
the SrRuO3 films and the substrates becomes larger, to observe similarly extended lattice parameters, a greater energetic species flux or larger species energy is required. Table
I lists the substrates, deposition parameters, and lattice constants of the SrRuO3 thin films.
X-ray analysis was performed on the films deposited on
SrTiO3 in order to determine the orientation of the orthorhombic cell. Two planes of orthorhombic SrRuO3 are favorable for epitaxial growth on ~001! oriented SrTiO3:
~001!SROi~001!STO and ~110!SROi~001!STO. As reported previously, the location of off-axis SrRuO3 113 x-ray reflections
allows determination of the orientation.3 Figure 5 shows this
data for a 160 mTorr deposited SrRuO3 film. The x-angle at
which the 113 reflections were observed indicates that the
film is oriented with ~110!SROi~001!STO; no material oriented
with ~001!SROi~001!STO was detected. The twofold symmetry
indicates that the ruthenate film is single domain, and oriented with its c axis in the plane of the substrate parallel to
the @100# SrTiO3 direction, but not parallel to the @010#
SrTiO3 direction. The vicinal SrTiO3 ~001! surface ~misoriented by 0.5°60.2° toward @010# and 0.0°60.2° toward

FIG. 5. The f-scan of the SrRuO3 113ortho peak for a film grown at 160
mTorr on a SrTiO3 ~001! substrate misoriented by 0.5° toward SrTiO3 @010#.
f 50° is set parallel to the SrTiO3 @100# in-plane direction.
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FIG. 6. The f-scan of the SrRuO3 221ortho peak for a film grown at 160
mTorr on a SrTiO3 ~001! substrate misoriented by 0.5° toward SrTiO3 @010#.
f 50° is set parallel to the SrTiO3 @100# in-plane direction.

@100#! is sufficient to destroy the fourfold symmetry of the
~001! SrTiO3 surface and lead to the growth of untwinned
SrRuO3. This is in agreement with previous reports of untwinned SrRuO3 growth on vicinal SrTiO3. 3,20 Having established the @110#SROi@001#STO orientation, it is possible to
more sensitively detect twinning in the substrate plane by
performing a f scan of the more intense 221 SrRuO3 reflection. Figure 6 shows this data. Again, the nearly perfect twofold symmetry is indicative of one predominant in-plane orientation of SrRuO3. Small peaks located at 90° and 270° are
a result of orthogonally oriented domains, which from relative peak height intensity calculations account for less than 1
vol % of material. Interestingly, for the 20 mTorr O3 /O2 film
with extended lattice constants, despite its identical substrate
misorientation and extensive x-ray examination, neither 113or 221-type reflections could be observed. Given the large
differences in the lattice constants of the heavily bombarded
sample, it is possible that the crystal symmetry changed with
respect to the bulk material ~i.e., destruction of the orthorhombic distortion!, resulting in the extinction of these reflections.
It has been previously reported by Gan et al.20 that the
ability to grow untwinned SrRuO3 depends strongly upon the
cut of the untwinned ~001! SrTiO3 substrate: large miscut
angles directed along ^100& SrTiO3 favored single crystal
growth and smaller miscut angles or substrates miscut along
^110& directions favored 90° rotation twin formation. The
substrates used in this work were miscut by 0.5°60.02°
along @100#, yet still yielded nearly single crystal films ~i.e.,
less than 1% rotation twins!. Larger substrate misorientations
were found necessary in the work of Gan et al. to suppress
twinning.20 Our result may be due to a longer surface diffusion length for the condensate under PLD growth conditions,
or to a reduced substrate step roughness resulting from etching of the substrate prior to growth.
B. Surface analysis

The surface morphology of both films was examined by
scanning tunneling microscopy ~STM!. Figures 7~a! and 7~b!

FIG. 7. STM images of the surface of SrRuO3 films grown at ~a! 160 mTorr
and ~b! 20 mTorr. The edges of the images are nearly parallel to ^100&
SrTiO3. Both images use the same vertical scale.

are surface images of the 160 mTorr O3 /O2 and 20 mTorr
O3 /O2 deposited SrRuO3. Root mean square surface roughness values of 4.7 and 7.5 Å were determined for the high
and low pressure deposited SrRuO3. Both images show terrace structures perpendicular to the direction of miscut which
suggests that the films grow by a step-flow mechanism.
Faceting along ^110& perovskite directions is observed in
the film grown at high pressure. Applying the line intercept
method to the STM images, average terrace lengths for the
high and low pressure deposited films were calculated to be
55 and 160 nm, respectively. Given the measured miscut
angles of the substrates, and assuming single unit cell steps
on the etched SrTiO3 surface ~which has been confirmed by
previous researchers9! terrace lengths of 45 nm would be
expected. This, together with the absence of a measurable tilt
between the substrate and film basal planes indicates that
films deposited at higher pressures better maintain the topography of the substrate. The more intense bombardment experienced by the low pressure deposited samples may enhance
three-dimensional diffusion during growth and result in films
with a coarsened appearance, i.e., supersteps and longer terraces. STM measurements indicated that the average step
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FIG. 8. Resistivity vs temperature curves for SrRuO3 films deposited using
three different deposition conditions. Approximate Curie temperatures indicated by black circles.

height is larger on the films deposited under strong bombardment conditions.
Tarsa et al.21 reported similar results for homoepitaxial
SrTiO3 thin films. In that work, extended out-of-plane lattice
constants were observed when PLD ambient pressures were
reduced below 100 mTorr. Though the growth mechanism
was not step-flow, roughening of the SrTiO3 film was also
observed at lower deposition pressures, all other parameters
remaining identical. Since the film growth rate in PLD depends strongly on ambient pressure in the range of 1–300
mTorr,22 a direct correlation between roughness and bombardment cannot be made, as film growth rate will also influence the final surface morphology.
C. Electrical property measurements

The temperature dependence of the resistance was measured for the SrRuO3 films on SrTiO3 and is shown in Fig. 8.
Resistance was measured from 4.2 K to room temperature
for the high and low pressure deposited samples as well as
the sample prepared in the Ar/O3 /O2 atmosphere. The high
pressure O3 /O2 sample exhibited the lowest resistivity at all
temperatures, the low pressure sample the highest. This observation may be explained by assuming that the extended
lattice constants incurred from the energetic bombardment
result in reduction of the O 2p2Ru 4d orbital overlap, causing an increase in resistivity.23 A second possibility is that an
Anderson-type localization of conduction orbitals occurred
as a result of bombardment-induced structural defects or
distortions.23 The Anderson localization mechanism would
predict a Mott transition which has been observed by previous researchers on other damaged metallic perovskite
films.24,25 Both the high pressure deposited sample and the
Ar/O3 /O2 deposited samples showed Curie transitions occurring at ;145 K, however, the sample deposited in the presence of argon had a larger resistivity and resistivity ratio; the
reason for this is not understood. The Curie temperature of
the low pressure film occurred at ;120 K; similar depressions of the Curie transition temperature below 160 K have
been observed by other researchers.24,26–28
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The Curie temperature (T c ) of SrRuO3 is known to depend upon hydrostatic pressure; Shikano et al.29 and Neumeier et al.30 reported pressure coefficients of resistivity of
27.9 K/GPa and 25.7 K/GPa, respectively. Though some
of the shift in T c of our films, and those of others, may be
due to this pressure effect, the stress state of the SrRuO3 due
to thermal expansion mismatch will be biaxial rather than
hydrostatic; a loading condition for which the dependence of
T c is unknown. Even if the pressure dependence for biaxial
stress is similar to that of hydrostatic, a 40 K shift ~such as
that observed for the heavily bombarded sample! would require between 5 and 7 GPa of applied pressure. It is unlikely
that the thermal expansion mismatch between SrRuO3 and
SrTiO3 in the temperature range of interest would result in
such large pressures, or that a SrRuO3 thin film could support
such a load without fracture.

D. Proposed mechanism

It is believed that structural disorder caused by energetic
bombardment is responsible for at least part of the T c depression. A similar depression of the transition temperature has
been observed in ferroelectric films and was attributed to a
subgrain structure which defined a finite size of coherently
diffracting material.31 A second possibility which may explain the reduction in T c and the differences in resistivity
values is a deposition pressure-dependent film composition.
Unfortunately, accurate compositional characterization of
epitaxial SrRuO3 is difficult due to the inability to dissolve
SrRuO3 and the overlap of the peaks associated with Sr and
Ru in a Rutherford backscattering spectrum. In any case,
judging from other work on nonvolatile perovskite crystals,
the composition differences are probably modest and within
the confidence limits of standard characterization methods.22
The extended lattice constants in SrRuO3 are believed to
be a result of energetic bombardment by the ionized and
neutral target species accelerated by means of plume expansion. Due to the nature of laser–solid interactions, complicated combinations of positive, negative, and neutral species
exist in the plasma. This makes direct quantitative analysis
difficult in comparison to sputtering plasmas where species’
energy and population may be well known.19 Many studies
of laser-induced plasmas have been reported, and indicate
that at sufficiently low pressures and sufficiently small
target-to-substrate separation distances, bombarding species
with enough energy to damage solids impinge upon the substrate. Zheng et al.32 reported, for the deposition of
YBa2Cu3O72d in vacuum, mean kinetic energies between 40
and 85 eV for the associated ionic species at a distance of 7
cm from the target surface; time-of-flight mass spectrometry
was used. Using optical emission to study a lead zirconate
titanate plasma plume, Kurogi et al.33 observed 60 eV titanium species 5 cm from the target under vacuum conditions.
Furthermore, as pressures were increased to 200 mTorr, the
energy of the titanium species were found to decrease to
,1 eV, thus indicating that as ambient pressures in PLD are
increased, sufficient thermalization occurs, resulting in
plasma species in the vicinity of the substrate with near kT
energies. These studies clearly indicate that laser–solid inter-
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actions in vacuum produce species with energies large
enough to damage the solid surfaces upon which they impinge. Sigmund34 studied the effects of the Si1 bombardment
of Si surfaces both theoretically and experimentally. His
findings indicated that the energy threshold for vacancy production by atomic displacement was ;16 eV: energies easily achieved by laser plasma species. The penetration depth
of the ions as determined by TRIM-code calculation was
;5 Å. In PLD, since the bombardment is occurring in situ
with film growth, 5 Å penetration would be sufficient to
produce a defective or damaged crystal through the entire
thickness.
It is clear that the extension of lattice constants is
coupled with energetic bombardment during deposition,
however, the mechanism responsible for the lattice constant
extension is not well understood. Possibilities include
collision-induced displacement of cations into nonequilibrium lattice locations, implantation of Sr, O, or Ru, resputtering of Sr or Ru, or composition differences resulting from
relative cation distributions in the laser plasma which are
pressure dependent.18 Marwick et al.25 observed a similar effect in the electrical properties of YBa2Cu3O72d after O1 ion
bombardment; with increased amounts of exposure, a metalinsulator transition was induced. Such a transition in our
samples was not observed. However, the data suggest that
with sufficiently reduced pressure a sign reversal in the temperature coefficient of the resistivity at low temperatures
might occur. Such an observation has been reported by Hiratani et al.24 at deposition pressures below 10 mTorr, although they attributed their effect to the oxidation state of
the constituent cations.
The final observation which needs to be addressed is the
substrate influence on the lattice constant extension. Under
identical deposition conditions, SrRuO3 films deposited on
SrTiO3 substrates will exhibit more extended in- and out-ofplane lattice constants than those deposited on LaAlO3. Assuming that the substrate has a negligible affect on the film
composition, the only apparent difference between films deposited on SrTiO3 and LaAlO3, with the exception of lattice
constant extension, is the mosaic structure as determined by
x-ray diffraction line broadening. For films deposited on
LaAlO3, the FWHM peak breadth in all circles is at least
double that measured for films on SrTiO3. Knowing this, it is
suggested that the lattice constant extension is influenced by
the crystalline perfection of the growing film. In particular, a
channeling effect which enhances the bombardment is proposed. Channeling is well documented to occur during the
ion implantation of Si crystals even for large implanted species, e.g., Ge1 and As1. Such channeling during implantation is often difficult to avoid.35 The higher quality SrRuO3
crystals grown on SrTiO3 have a narrower mosaic spread,
which may provide more efficient pathways through which
the shallowly implanted ablatant can travel. In contrast, the
more pronounced subgrain structure of the films deposited
on LaAlO3 may reduce their penetration depth and the associated effects which lead to extended lattice constants. He21
channeling yields for SrRuO3 on SrTiO3 and LaAlO3 have
been reported as 1.8% and 2.5%, respectively; thus demon-

strating the improved ability of ions to channel through
structurally refined SrRuO3. 2,3
IV. CONCLUSIONS

Both the lattice constants and electrical properties of
SrRuO3 epitaxial thin films were found to depend upon the
deposition pressure during growth by PLD. In general, as the
deposition pressure was reduced, the in- and out-of-plane
unit cell parameters became extended. In addition to this
structural anomaly, the electrical resistivity was found to increase and the Curie temperature shifted to lower values.
Though the SrTiO3 substrates were only miscut 20.5°, at
higher pressure conditions ~160 mTorr!, SrRuO3 films grew
as single crystals. STM images reveal that the films grow by
step flow on SrTiO3. Moreover, the films exhibited a
smoother topography with less step bunching when deposited at higher pressures. Experiments involving a mixed
O2 /O3 :Ar atmosphere illustrated that the extended lattice
constant effect was due to energetic bombardment of the film
surface during growth. SrRuO3 films were also deposited
onto LaAlO3 substrates. The deposition pressure necessary to
produce bulk lattice constants on LaAlO3 was at least a factor of 2 smaller than that required when using SrTiO3 substrates, i.e., these samples could withstand more aggressive
deposition conditions. It is proposed that more efficient channeling of the plume species into the highly crystalline
SrRuO3 films is responsible.
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